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The meeuing ~zas called to order at 5.1.~ p.m.

OTHER FU~,[DS AI{D PROGRIH’,2~S (agenda item 7) (continued)

(f) ASSISTAITCE ’i~0 DROUGHt’ STRICI~N COUITTRIES II’[ AFRICA A}~D FOLLOW-UP TO THE
UI~ITED NATIOI[S CO}~EP~NCE 0!’[ DESERTIFiCATION (continued)

(i) U][iTED I’IATIOI,~S SUDAI[O-SA!fELIfd, T OFFICE

(a)

(ii) ASSISTANCE TO Tim DROUGI{~2 S~R!CI~}T COUI,ITRIES iH AFRICA (mo/45o)

I. ~. ADANtE (Observer for Benin) said that the neijhbours of the African countries
suffering from the effects of drought and desertirication sympathized ~ith those
countries in their plight and. considered that U~DP needed ~o provide them with
gre~ter assistance. Food aid and financial assistanc@ ~ were not enough. ° the drought
had become endemic, and further environmental and ecological measures were needed to
protect those countries against further damage in the future. ~ore resources should
therefore be devoted to studies of methods of combating desertification and to the
promotion of such measures as reafforestation and the development of ~ater resources.
In addition~ measures of drought control should be extended to countries other than
those immediately concerned in order to help them to combat the advance of the
drought.

2. His delegation hoped the additional sum of ~216 million required to finance the
107 projects submitted by the United Nations Sudano-Sahelian Office (U]~SO) could 
quickly fotund. It also supported the inclusion of Djibouti~ Guinea and
Guinea-Bissau among the countries eligible to receive assistance through U~[SO in
implementing the PI~ of Action to Combat Desertification.

5. He endorsed the remarks made by the representative of Sene~Tal and others with
respect to document DP/494, particularly the proposal in paragraph 7 (b).

4. ~ir. ACE~,{A][ (Ug’anda) said that the situation in the 8udano-Sahelian re,Tic ~ ~s,s
very alarming but it was gratifying to note that sufficient scientific ]a~owledge and
technolo~y were available to halt and even reverse the process of desertification.
~’~ha~t was needed were additional resources and the ~ill ~o apply the kno~rledge and
techno!ogy. In that cor.~exion~ his delegazion endorsed the appeal by the Director
of UNSO for additional resources -~o implement the Plan of Action to Co,bat
Desertification.

5. The drought ~{hich had affected the north-eastern region of Uganda during the
last two years had been aggravated by other factors and, in view of the serious
situation, his delegation wished to urge UNSO to send a planning and progran~ming
mission to Uganda as soon as possible to assess the problem and the needs of the
area with a view to preparing a comprehensive programme for recovery and
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rehabilitation. The UI~P resident representative in Kampala had already visited the
area~ and his Government was g~ateful for the emergency relief aid which the
United iL~±ons and other organizations and individual countries were providing.
Assistance, however~ fell far short of the minimum requirements for the area. He
endorsed the appeal by the Director of the Regional Bureau for Africa to all donor
coua~tries for assistance to Ug~_da~ and hoped that snecific action would follow in
the very near future.

I n-6. Hr. I TIY!BIZI (Rwanda) said tn~.b the critical situation facing certain African
countries as a result of drought in the Sudano-Ssl%elian region and more recently in
the eastern part of the continent deserved prompt attention from the international
community. The list of African countries affected by drought was growing~ and his
o~,rn country was now threatened. Since 1975 rainfall had been irregular and, as a
result of the subsequent d rought~ many people in Rwanda were facing starvation,

7. At the beginning of 1980 the Government of Rwanda had alerted the World Food
Pro~o~amme (I£PP) to tile problem and requested emergency assistance. I~,P had now
promised to provide emergency food and other assistance, for which his delegation
expressed its thallus. The regions most seriously affected by the drou#’ht were l~ibuye
in the west~ Gitarama in the centre, Dutare in the south and Gikongoro in the
south-west. Those areas were also experiencing famine. In addition~ Gikongoro was
facing~ the problem of desertification. With the assistance of Fie and !~P~ the
Government of Rwanda was making every endeavour to combat that process through a
variety of projects~ including’ the intensification of a~ieulture. Rwanda was
densely populated and arable land was becoming increasingly scarce and infertile
because of soil erosion and the impossibility of letting the land lie fallow.

8. Rwsi~da was currently assessinc its requirements for foodstuffs~ medical supplies
and other emergency aid to combat famine. Clearly the assistance promised by %~P was
appreciable but it was very sr~all in comparison with the needs of the two and a half
million people ~°~ected. Further international efforts were needed to help Rwanda,
which belonged to tie categories of most seriously affected countries 9 least
developed countries and !a~id-locked countries. It was experiencing the same
situation as its immediate neighbours~ Tanzania~ Uganda ~id }(enya~ which had been
mentioned in the statement by the Regional Director of the Bureau for Africa. Ke
appealed to the in~Lernational community %o give %he necessary attention to the problems
of the countries affected by the disaster now facing a large part of the African
continent.

9. },Lr. IL-IBR~i{I~I (Kuwait) said that a dele@’ation from UKSO had recently visited
Kuwait~ ~Jhich was prepared to share its experience in combating desertification
within the framework of TCDC. Km~ait looked forward to fruitful collaboration with
DNSO and the countries concerned. Kuwait had also recently hosted a meeting attended
by the Keads of State of Senegal and Hall and the Prime Hinister of Mauritius in
order to discuss Kuwait’s participation in building two dams in the Africs~ region.
Those two projects would help to solve the enercy problem and would brine economic
benefits to the co~m~_tri&s of the region, especially in the matter of irrigation
and a~iculture. In November !980, ~uwait would host s~ meeting of the member coul~t
countries of the Permanent Inter-gta~e Committee on Drough~ Control in the Ss2~el
(CILSS)~ which it intended to help in any way it could.



I0o According" to a report in The Times of London, in the first quarter of 1980
Kuwait had provided the lion’s share of 47 !oa~us be 30 developing countries,
totalling $404 million. He ho~od_ .......~-..a o ~i~r+ ...... m~_~’-,°o.~.~+~_o~ ne-~ s one of the
apprehensions voiced wit]= respect to oil-exporting countries.

ll. Finally, he wished to express his Govem~uent’s s?jm~pathy with the people of
Japan in the loss of its Prime }~inister, !h ~. 0hira.

12. Ms. PHPJ{ T~i Miril (observer for Viet NoJ0 ex?prossed her delega%ion~s full sup~or%
for an ihternational plan of action designed to help African countries to combat
desertification end drought ~d thus eliminate the chronic f~Ane which threatened
several of then. Since that was a large-scale, ionc’-tc~m~ undert~<ing calling for
extensive and sustained efforts in flue fins~icial tec]~lical~ scientific and social
field} her delegation welconed the creation of appropriate bodies to mobilize the
necessary resources ~nd inform world public opinion of the situation. It sincerely
hoped UKDP would msJ<e the broadest possible contribution both to the mobilization
of f<uads and the co-ordination of the appropriate teolrno!ogp J. The clear sad precise
information provided by the countries concerned had greatly helped in the establish:aent
of integrated procra~mmes , specific projects and the setting of long - a.nd short-term.!
t ar~e t s.

13. Her o}m country, a companio~ in mirror%me, was <uuforttu<.ately tmable to provide
anything but moral support. It had however, noted that the disaster threatonin~ the
survival of awb_ole continentwas occurring- in co<retries which had long suffered from
colonization. ~ha% process had left them without adequate defences against drought
and consequently vulnerable to all natural disasters. Her delegation therefore
proposed that the former colonial Powers end the countries with economic interests in
the region should ms](e special contributions to the joint effort and appealed to all
other countries able to do so to co-operate in a htuusouitarian s~)irit.

140 Her dele{~ation suggested that, pe:’£in{:: the cor%Dietion of lone-reran progrsj~es aimed
at elir~ninating th<: causes of the disaster, small and medi~mseale projects such
as the search for underground water sources should be ~i~dert~en to prevent h~uusm
%eings and ahimals from dyin~ of htu:g’er e~d thirst, in that connexion, several
developing countries could contribute their experience; expert know!ed~Te and %e a
certain extent specialized labour. Viet Kau, despite its very limited resources, could
provide tenantries witR sons skilled perso:<~uel for tke upkeep of basic health o~ud
education networks. It was also prepared to share its extensive experience in
mobilizing the population to m~(e the best use o2 amy resources in a disaster
situation.

15. Hr. CZAP~{OWSK! (Poland) expressed concern ths~t the spreading desertification
of the Sud~o-Sa]~elian region was having an increasing" impact on the envirorm~ent
~ud food supply in other regions also. In view of the m~>uitude of the problem in
Africa, country and intercom:ira V prog;rsuu~ues and projects should lay special emphasis
on lon~-tez~ measures designed to provide a radical solution. Pending" such a
long-term solution, however, full support should be ~ive~L to assista~ce by LZTDP sad
the other United Nations s.gencies for the purpose of a!lovia~ing the losses of
individual countries, particularly in the Saholimn Sub-region.
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16. Hr. LIPTAV (Federal Republic of Germany) said that the item under discussion was
one of the most i,~portamt on the Cotm~cil’c agenda because it affected all aspects of
the life of the population of %he region. The Suds~]o-S~]elism region was accorded
high priority in his count-~r’s bilateral co-operation scheme~ as well as in its
multilateral assistance. His Goverrment had had f~aitful discussions with the Director
of D~’TS0 during his recent visit to Bonn s~d was givin~ serious consideration to the
possibility of intensifying its efforts to contribute to the fight against
closertification. In addition to successful negotiations with UNEP, it was considering

co-operating with the respective cou~tries and CILSS on the adjustment of releva~t
on-going %eolm-Lical assistance activities with a view to meeting current needs more
satisfactorily. !t also had substsmtia! food security progresses in that area.

17. The problem of dessertification was so vast that it was likely to remain on the
Com~cil’s agenda for several years. More extensive smd speedier efforts would be
needed to ensure that satisfactory progress could be made in the drought-stricken
are as.

18. Hr. BA-ISSA (Democratic Yemen) expressed his cotmtz~’s concern at the serious
food situation in the Sudano-Sahelian region, which was affecting an increasing
number of countries. Democratic Yemen fully tmderstood those countries’ need for
increased international aid~ since it had similar climatic and ecological conditions
smd, on a limited scale 9 had experienced the far-reaching effects of drought smd their
dis~_~ptive impact not only on the econoir<f but on the life and stability of the people.

]9. I~is delegation hoped that the timely assistance given by UNDP and other
United Nations agencies to the drought-stricken comutries would be continued and
increased at the bilateral and multilateral levels and would be directed towards a
long-reran recovery progrs~<~ne. In view of the limited resources of the countries
coP eerned and the diminishing value of assistance in real terms~ international
teclm~ical s~nd financial assistance were essential to supplement their national efforts
s~ud especially to help them to become self-supporting ~ with respect to food.

20. Hr. HODY (Belgium) said that his deleG’ation would have preferred that assistsmce

%o %he peonies of the Sahel should, from the beGi~-min~, have been furnished direct
through CI~SS. Belgi~m~ had sup~orted a u~ube~~ el specific United Nations projects
in the Sslhel and was also providing bilateral assistance to the Coverm~len%s of the
countries concerned. His country had ~mdertsRen %o provide long-term financial
support on a multi-bilateral smd as well as on a bilateral basis.

- 21. %~ere the food needs of the S~seli~s population were concerned, his delegation
appreciated the work done by%’~P ~sd FAO, in particular~ through the organization
of an advance warning system~ which had proved to be of considerable help in the
m~ir~ of decisions on food aid.

22. Requests for supplementam/ funds for UNSO should be referred to the Budgetary
~sd Finance Committee.

2~. Hr. DO0 KINGUE (Assistsmut Ad~ministrator sm~d Director~ Regional Bureau for
Africa~ replying to points raised durin~ the debate said that Di~DP would tske
into account the experience of individual cou~r_es mn ~n.. continuing struggle
against drought stud desertification. The recopy8 conference of African C ovem~ent
Ex~0erts on teo!~£cal co-operation between African conr~tries~ held at Nairobi, had
proposed that the developing,~ color.tries should co-operate more closely on those two
problems.



24 ¯ The e ~-~ ’ _repr~sen~ ~ives of the C~ambia, I(enya and Ruanaa had e~ressed recret
that the informaL;ion given on their countries had been inadequate. U~,~P ~,as
kept fully informed of the situation in those countries by the reports of
resident representatives~ infor1~tion comld not~ ho~Tever, be included in s n
official report umless it had been offioial iy approved by the Government. In
fact~ there uere more drought-stricken countries than those he had mentioned in

J (.his ~ ~atement~ but ~h~ Governments of the countries not so mentioned hacl
considered that their situation was less serious and that they di<l not need to
appeal to the international cormmmity That was not ~ " ,¯ ~ro.e ho~rever~ of the Gambia,
Kenya and R~mnda.

25. The representative of Egypt had sug~ested that a special programme should be
initiated for drought-stricken African coquetries and to combat desertification.
It was U}TDP’s intention to launch a special regional! programme in 1982-1°86 for
the pui~pose of minimizing the impact of drought and desertification on the
threatened cotmtries, lie hoped that other sources of aid, both bilateral and
multilateral, would be associated ~iith UNDP in that programme.

26. Nr. I~.GDI (~ireotor~ United Nations Sudano-Sahelian Office) said that 
appreciated the suggestions made by representatiw~s as well as the offers of
co-operation from countries with experience; those ~rould serve to govern UKSO’s
future actions. Relations between Governments, UNSO and CILSS had always been
close and would be further strengthened in the future.

27. With regard to the financing of the administrative costs of the Plan of Action
to Combat ~esertifieation in the Sudano-Sahelian region (DP/494), the Gove~ing

Council had ag’reed in 1979 that the U}UD2 contribution to the UI, UDP/UI~P joint
venture ~ras, from the administrative as well as the operational standpoint,
intended to support UNSO in carrying out its desertification control mandate.
It did not apply to the o~er-all DlISO effort relating to the Sahelian rehabilitation
programme, but only to the U]TDP/UI,P~P joint venture. As suggested by a number
of speakers, the question of the source of funds for the U]’~} ~ contribution was
being submitted to the Budgetary and l~inance Committee. The U}UDP and UIYEP shares
would be equal. Information on the financial implications of the possible
inclusion of Djibouti~ Guinea and Guinea-Bissau in the list of countries eligible
for assistance by UI:SO was ready for submission to the Budgetary and Finance
Committee.

28. The representative of Uganda had referred to the possibility of a planning
and prograrmming mission being sent to that count~:~<. UI{SO had alread~ ma~e
contact with the Government on ~hst question.

29. Kr. [~g/~AI.~A (}~lawi)~ speaking on behalf of the Af]rican ~sroup~ introduced
the draf~t decision submitted by his delegation on the implementation of the
medium-term and long-term recovery and rehabilitation programme~ in *~’~
Sudano-Sa.~elis,n ~’egion (DP/GC/~VII/Cm ~. 7 ).

~0. The draft decision reflected the on-goin@ nature of the .programme and the
need for the continuing involvement of the international co,tumidity. !t would
request the Administrator ~’to cont~ue to enhance the capacity of UI’[SO to respond
effectively to the priority requirements of the States members of CILSS through
the use of resources available in the ~Programme’: . It :~ou!d only be possible for
the Administrator to comply positively ~ith that request if the international
community not only supported the Prog~samz~e but made resources available to i%.
The text expressed not only Africa’s determination to encourage every form of
co-operative effort but also the com~m~n~ of the Su~.no-Sahelian peoples
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to an all-out war against the effects of the devastating drought by stressing
the need for the continued implementation and expansion of the priority
medium-term and long-term recovery and rehabilitation programme adopted by the
States members of ~ CILSS and for mobilization of the necesssry financial resources
for priority projects.

31. His delegation considered that the immediate halting of such an economic
hazard should be the preoccupation of the entire international commum_ity. He
therefore urged that the matter be given the international priority it meritedf

Horeover, the successful implementation of the programme would undoubtedly
revolutionize the economy of the entire region.

32. Hr. BIJ, IN (Gambia)~ introducing the draft decision submitted by his delegation
on implementation of the Plan of Action to Combat Desertification in the
Sudano-Sahelian region (DP/GC/]G[VIi/CP~.6), said that the draft specifically
reiterated the need for irmmediate implementation of the Plan of Action as an integral
part of the general effort to promote the economic and social development of the
Sudano-Sahelian region, it commended the }dministrator for the results achieved
by UNSO within the terms of its mandate to assist the covJ~tries of the region.
It also endorsed the decision of %he Governing Council of UNEP to add Djibouti9
Guinea and Guinea-Bissau to the list of com~tries eligible for assistance by UNSO
in the implementation of their programmes. It also urged Covernments~ international
agencies and intergovernmentsl organizations to intensify their assistance~ both
bilateral and multilateral, through UNSO~ in response to the priority requirements
of the Sudano-Sahelian region.

33. Hr. F~kITf,~ (Sierra Leone) said that the sixth and seventh special sessions 
the United Nations General Assembly and the Charter of" Economic Rights and Duties
of States constituted the frame~.,ork for a new international economic order.

34. The goals that had been set during :;he first and seco>’l development decades
had contained a number o£ unrealistic targets. Progress had certainly been made
in such areas as technical co-operation among developing countries~ the
United Nations Conference on Trade and 9evelopment, and %he United Hations
Conference on Application of Science and Technology for Development~ but over-all
performance had been limited~ because global efforts had lagged behind. There
was a clear need for a global multilateral effort if the ~,~orld economic system
~ras to be restructured to ensure a just and equitable economic relationship between
States. The cumulative efforts of U~TDP in helping the international community
i~ rest_~ucturing the ~orld economic order had eal-med appreciation. The Programme
covered the entire spectl~um of economic and social effort and was particularly

geared to enhancing the capacity of developing countries to develop. Its largest
single effort was in agriculture, a sector which ~ras of paramotmt importance in
assisting the economic take-off of developing countries. The country progranmes of
ID,DP served as a frame of reference for operational activities carried out and
financed by other United i~ations organizations, inter_national funds to the value
of some !i;1.2 billion flo~red through UI’~P each year, quite apart from funds
contributed locally ~o projects by Governments of developing countries.

35. His delegation was gratified that specific measures had been taken to remedy
a number of shortcomings in the Progranm~e and to improve its or~nization~
planning and co-ordination. The decision on new dimensions in technical co-ope~tion
would further enhance the effectiveness of U~TDi~.
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43. Recent developments in internation~l economic relations seemed to indicate that
the salvation of the developing countries lay principally in their own efforts. Uith
140 nations in the South~ it was only by solidarity and the common perception of their
interest that they would improve their bargaining power. However~ despite the fact
that UI~P’s objecUive was supposed to be !he promotion of coTlective self-reliance9
there had been no serious effort to finance regional economic integration in Africa.
The regio~l framework must be developed in order to control the excessive outflow of
resources from Africa.

44. The problem in Africa was not a lack of resources~ but the availability of those
resources in a form suitable for inter-African trade~ and that in turn depended on
the extent to which leakages could be controlled. UI\FDP, through its multilateral
technical co-operation activities~ could help African States to meet some of the
challenges facing them in establishing control over their o~n~ resources.

45. The priorities to be set for the third development decade should include the
development ef efficient transport and communications systems in developing countries
as a means of promoting their collective self-reliance. He therefore noted with
satisfaction that the main volume of investment follow-up had been concentrated during
1979 in the transport and communications sector (DP/460~ para. 24). UI~P was expected
to play a key role in financing the multi-agency study of each sector envisaged in
the transport and communication strategy for Africa, and it was for that reason that
a decision by the Governing Council to allocate 8 per cent of the regional IPF to the
United Nations Decade for Transport and Communications in Africa ~uld be grestly
appreciated.

46. The fact that pledges for 1980 were only 4 per cent higher than for 1979
(DP/460, para. 31) and were thus well short of the 14 per cent target, led to the

~conclusiOn that when considering the contribution of resources~ the relative capacity
of various countries to contribute must be recognized~ because although one country
might be contributing more than another in absolute tel~s~ the situation might well
be different if their relative economic capacities were compared. The highest~rate
of contribution was therefore to be expected from the countries with the highest rates
of economic growt~ and a new classification of developin~ ¯ countries should be made
which would recognize their different levels of development anddifferent resource
potential.

47. llowever~ progress towards multi-year pledging - a policy which he warmly
supported - and towards a more equitable basis for financing was slow~ so that the
least-developed countries had to support alternative ways of acquiring additional
resources~ rather than continuing to rely on loans with their heavy repayment burdens.
In par~icular~ there had been over the years an increase in the application of
bilat@ral aid through various multilateral trust funds by countries whose assistance
was to be expected in the n~e of solidarity. Cloarly~ therefore~ if the Council
agreed that any individual country’s IPF should not be lower than in the second
programming cycle~ then countries which could contribute more to the programme
resources should do so voluntarily. He therefore noted ~.~ith some dismay that 35
recipient countries with a ~ ~ CNP exceeding (’,i~500 had contributed an average of
only ~’.~20 million during the ~oeriod 1977-1980~ while receiving an annual level of

~44 million of IPF’s. Even more disappointing was the fact that in 1980 the
contribution from that group of countries would be ~]~18.5 million~ which was far below
the four-year average and~ moreover~ a significant part of that contribution would
be made in non-convertible countries.



48. C6untries at the upper end of the per capita G}~ scale should voluntarily surrende
their country IPF’s or avail themselves of UI,rDP resources on a fully reimbursable
basis~ and he acknowledged the magnanimity already displayed by some countries in
that respect. Horeover~ as many countries as possible should become net contributors
to the programme~ he would support further moves to enter into consultations with
those countries regarding the establishment o£ a voluntary basis for increasing
oontributions~ so that they would become net contributors by 1986.

49. The Governing Council’s decision on the allocation of resources should support
the need for a d~mamic redistribution. The Programme should certainly maintain its
universal character but the more developed countries should show greater solidarity
with the less fortunate countries~ and a greater understanding of their problems.
Ke hoped that sustained negotiations to that end would result in a convergence of
views so that issues could be resolved without fundamental objections and
reservations.

COUNTRY A~D IHTERCOUHTRY PROG}h’~Hr~S AND PROJECTS (agenda item 6)

(a) RE LEVSiTT TREHDS AI~D PROBLE!iS T Tt ~ COUNTRY PROGRM,~’~S (~P/478)

50. Hr. HORSE (Administrator) said that~ at She Council’s request~ U%,~P had for the
past three years provided an snalysis of trends and problems in connexion with the
country programmes proposed for approval by the Council during the session. The
current year’s analysis (~P/478) supported the finales of the country progralnme
study (DP/454)~ but it should be treated with some caution~ since it covered only 
small nuJ~ber of progrmnmes which happened to be submitted at the same time but could
not be regarded as representative. If they had one common characteristic~ it was
that most of them were hi~tus progr~mes between the second and third programmins
cycles~ because of the fact that~ as he had pointed out at a previous meeting~ many
Governments had used the 1981-1982 cut-off point for the second cycle as the point for
terminating their second-cycle pl~grammes~ with the idea of preparing a full-term
third cycle programme. ,~o a ~’~su_~ over half the programmes submitted were for
three years or less~ including in most cases one year of retroactive programming and
two or three future years. Obviously~ the bridging nature oi’ those progrs~mes had
also affected the proportion or~ mew to ongoing activities in a manner which was not
typical.

51. In considering the information which the Council wished to receive in order to
monitor country level activities effectively; the Council might wish to bear in mind
the various sources through which that infol~ation was at present provided. That
was particularly important if the Council should decide to exm~ine selected periodic
country review reports in addition to the material at present provided~ namely~ the
country progrsmmes~ notes on those programmes~ the periodic overview paper and
independent information on evaluation and investment follow-up action relevant to
the field programme.

52. The PRESIDENT Said that some aspects of the Council’s wo;°k on agenda items 4(b)
(Evaluation) and 5(b) (Programme plarming) might have financial implications 
could not be absorbed and he therefore suggested referring the relevant dom~ments to
the Budgetary and Finance Committee.

5~. It was so decided.

The meetinrj rose at 5 R.m.


